
Reginox SET Miami 500 Gold + baterie Crystal
+ příslušenství

Zlatý set nerezového dřezu včetně příslušenství. Montáž: spodní, integrovaná,
polointegrovaná

EAN: 8596220008176

935,40 €
779,50 € bez DPH

The prestigious company Reginox, a market leader among sinks, produces a luxury golden sink set
including accessories. Reginox has been on the market for over 39 years and emphasizes design, quality,
and the environment. The Miami 500 Gold stainless steel sink (R30745) is part of the design line of
colored sinks Regi-colour.  The golden sink set is  a perfect  fit  for  kitchens in classic,  glamorous,  retro,
rustic, or English style and adds an original character to the interior.

Stainless Steel Sink Reginox Miami 500 Gold

Miami 500 Sink in a golden design complements the warm tones of wooden countertops. Reginox
Miami 500 is a stainless steel single sink without a draining board, designed for installation in a minimum
60  cm  cabinet.  Miami  500  Gold  Sink  is  suitable  for  undermount,  integrated,  or  semi-integrated
installation. The sink features a rectangular design.

The kitchen is no longer a closed space in the house, but it becomes the center of activity. Similarly, it no
longer holds true that the washing area should be only functional, but above all, it must look good. Get
rid of the dull gray in the kitchen. A new trend are colored stainless steel sinks, which are not only
stylish but also add character to the kitchen.

The Miami 500 sink bowl is deep enough (20 cm) for comfortable washing of even large dishes such as
pots or baking sheets.

Among the main advantages of a stainless steel sink are easy maintenance, high hygiene level.
Resistance  to  high  temperatures,  impact,  chemical  effects.  Up  to  70%  of  sinks  are  made  of  recycled



steel.

Key features of the Reginox MIAMI 500 GOLD kitchen sink

sink made of high-quality stainless steel 1/10
0.9 mm premium thickness
brushed surface
PVD - technical coating***
scratch-resistant, colorfast
resistant to thermal shocks (up to 300°C)
resistant to color changes, for example from coffee, tea, fruit or vegetables
drainage of 3.5 inches
lifetime warranty on the quality of stainless material
hygienic thanks to the smooth surface
Easy maintenance

** PVD - technical coating - PVD is a modern method of surface treatment that guarantees durability,
attractive colors, resistance, and unique quality. It represents the surface's resistance to corrosion and
rough handling. In a vacuum, micro particles are evaporated from a solid material and applied to the
coated material under high pressure. As a result, they perfectly replicate the surface, and the color tones
are not just a foil or a coating, but they are part of the metal. There is no risk of the color peeling off the
surface due to scratches. Additionally, the method is considered very environmentally friendly, and the
surface layer is hypoallergenic.

KITCHEN FAUCET CRYSTAL GOLD / gold

Crystal Gold Sink Faucet (R30530), brushed nickel-gold. This kitchen faucet complements the so-
called stylish  brass  series  to  perfectly  match the sink.  An ideal  combination of  style,  quality,  and
performance.

Key features of the Crystal Gold kitchen faucet

Lever faucet
Stainless steel
Rotary outlet
Execution of gold.
Necessary opening for battery Ø 35 mm

SAPONATE DISPENSER REGINOX GOLD / gold

Reginox Gold (R34828) detergent dispenser is designed for flush mounting. Flush-mount dispensers
function as invisible reservoirs for cleaning agents. The container is always hidden below the level of the
countertop and does not take up as much necessary space on the work surface.

Key features of the Reginox Gold soap dispenser

filling the dispenser: we replenish the built-in dispensers from above by simply pulling out the
spout



Execution of gold.
The dispenser can be filled with: cleaning agents, soap, liquid shower gels, and body and facial
cosmetics.

REGINOX MIAMI SINK GRID 50 X 40 GOLD / zlatá

Miami 50x40 Gold Sink Grid (R30684). The grid protects the sink from wear and tear. When using the
sink, there is no need to remove the grid, as the water drains beautifully into the drain. Rubber feet and
the outer border of the grid ensure a secure attachment to the sink bottom and protect the sink.

Key features of the Reginox Miami sink grid

Stainless steel with PVD coating.
Dimensions (L x W): 480 x 380 mm
Execution of gold.

DRAINING DISH FOR REGINOX MIAMI SINK 50 X 40 GOLD / gold

Drip bowl for Reginox Miami sink 50x40 Gold (R30561). Very practical bowl for the sink, suitable
for small dishes or cutlery.

Key features of the Reginox Miami sink bowl

Material stainless steel.
Execution of gold.
Width: 15.2 cm
Depth: 42.5 cm

*The 5-year warranty applies only to the sink, not to the sink accessories and its accessories.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Assembly brackets
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Stainless steel
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Bottom
Sink style: Modern sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 73241000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 50
The length of the bathtub: 40
Depth of the bathtub: 20
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 54

Sink length: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or HTML tags
to translate.

Sink depth: 20
Sink weight (kg): 6
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 61
Height of the packaging: 26

Depth of the packaging:
Unfortunately, you didn't provide any Czech text to be translated.
Could you please provide the text you want to be translated into
English?

Weight including packaging (kg): 7



  

   

  

  

  


